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The Colonial Period

new democratic government could endure only with an
educated populace. John Adams contended,

Education in the Colonial Period in America did not
differ significantly from the European schools which the
colonists had experienced before coming to the New
World. In particular, colonial schools reflected the same
foundational beliefs as their European counterparts: first,
that most people do not need a formal education and those
who do need only a minimum of instruction in reading
and writing (arithmetic was added toward the end of the
eighteenth century); second, that those who go to school
should be indoctrinated in the established religion; and,
third, that for a select few, education included advanced
subjects such as language study (including Latin),
mathematics, philosophy, and religion. Schools were more
widespread in New England than elsewhere, but nowhere
did attendance exceed ten percent of school-age children.
Many of these schools were “public” only in the sense
that they were at least partly supported by public funds.
They were not public in the sense that they were open to
the public (they were open to a select few), and they were
not public in the sense that they were free from church
control (they were thoroughly sectarian). The New
England Primer, which was largely designed to teach
religion, was a representative classroom text. It presented
students with a catechism to learn, prayers to recite, and
religious poetry to stimulate study.
The minority population of Baptists scattered
throughout the colonies found this educational system
unsatisfactory because it flew in the face of their
convictions that all persons (including native Americans)
were made in the image of God, were bestowed infinite
worth through God’s creation and redemption, and as
such, possessed certain rights. It is also clear that in most
of the colonies education was in the hands of established
churches. This arrangement was equally unsatisfactory to
Baptists because it violated their convictions concerning
religious liberty, separation of church and state, and the
voluntary nature of true religion.
It was therefore not surprising when in 1655 Henry
Dunster, a Baptist and President of Harvard College,
refused to submit to the authorities’ demand that his infant
child be baptized even though doing so cost him his job.
He preferred his freedom as a Baptist to the presidency of a
college that required conformity to the demands of a state
church.

Education is more indispensable and must be more
general under a free government than any other. In a
monarchy the few who are likely to govern must have
some education but the common people must be kept
in ignorance; in an aristocracy, the nobles should be
educated but here it is even more necessary that the
common people should be kept ignorant, but in a free
government knowledge must be general, and ought to be
universal.1
Thomas Jefferson commented, “If a nation expects to be
ignorant and free, it expects what never was and never will be.”
Jefferson clearly believed in “a general scheme of popular
education.”2 James Madison opined, “A popular government
without information or without the means of acquiring it is but
a prologue to a farce or a tragedy or perhaps both.” Madison
also argued specifically and with remarkable foresight for
education supported by general taxation.3
Benjamin Franklin stated, “We must have a system of
popular education; its purpose must be to educate our people
in their public duties.”4 DeWitt Clinton declared that the
“fundamental error, . . .monstrous heresy” of Europe had
been to “confine the light of knowledge to the wealthy and the
great.”5 Noah Webster fervently believed that “American
education must be freed from ecclesiastical tyranny and
dependence upon Europe.”6
Daniel Webster wrote that “education, to accomplish
the ends of good government, should be universally diffused.
Open the doors of the schoolhouse to all the children of the land.
Let no man have the excuse of poverty for not educating his
children. On the diffusion of education among the people rests
the preservation and perpetuation of our free institutions.”7

Public School Pioneers

Founders of the United States
When the Constitution was drafted in the late
eighteenth century, education was regarded as a private,
rather than a public, responsibility. This is why the U.S.
Constitution does not explicitly mention education, even
though the “General Welfare” clause has long since been
interpreted to include responsibility for education.
Although many of the founders would not have
predicted the magnitude of the system of public
education which ensued, they were convinced that the
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Propelled by the founders’ unmistakable outlook,
sentiment grew swiftly throughout the nation for free
“common” schools which would be open to all. Resistance
to this innovative educational scheme was not surprising
because it represented a break with both the European and
the Colonial American past. The common school was
something radically new.
Those who opposed change supported a dual system of
education in which children of the affluent would attend
private schools and children of the poor would attend
public or “pauper” schools. But those who had caught
the spirit of the new nation rejected in principle “a plan
that would draw such insidious distinctions between the future
citizens of the United States [and] in time would prove a serious
danger to our democratic institutions.”8 This dual system,
which was eventually rejected, was sure to create social
divisions that eventually would have strained the unity of
an increasingly pluralistic society.
Pioneer educator Horace Mann (1796-1859) of
Massachusetts believed that since private schools took
children of the wealthy out of public classrooms, these

schools tended to create in their students
a sense of superiority and deprived other
children of contact with their more
cultured contemporaries. Mann believed
that private schools also removed from
the common schools “the interest of the
most influential segment of the community.
The common school ceases to be visited
by those whose children are in private
[schools]. Such parents decline to serve on
committees. They have no personal motive
to vote for or advocate any increase of the
town’s annual appropriation for schools; to
say nothing of the temptation to discourage
such increase in indirect ways, or even
to vote directly against it. . . . As public
interest declined so would school quality,
and more children would be withdrawn by
parents who could purchase better education
elsewhere. Thus would the cycle continue
until the public schools were pauper schools.”9
America owes a great debt to Mann and other
leaders who sustained the vision of public school open
to everyone. Working with the citizens of their own
states, these leaders shaped the demand for common
schools into a new institution. James G. Carter (17951849), the son of a Massachusetts farmer, was concerned
about “incompetent instructors” and was determined to
improve the quality of teachers in the public schools.
He also complained about the “inconsiderable pecuniary
compensation” of teachers and worked strenuously to
improve teachers’ salaries.10
Other leaders included Samuel Lewis (1799-1854),
the first superintendent of public schools in Ohio, Henry
Barnard (1811-1900) of Connecticut, Caleb Mills (18061879) of Indiana, John Swett (1830-1913) of California,
Calvin Wiley (1819-1887) of Connecticut, and Emma
Willard (1787-1870) also of Connecticut, who served with
great distinction as superintendent of public schools in her
native state.11
The leaders who shaped the American public school
in the crucial period of its formation were not secular
humanists, infidels, agnostics, or atheists. They were
average Americans who came out of various vocations to
give their lives in behalf of public education. Many of
them had attended fledgling common schools and were
thoroughly familiar with their strengths and weaknesses.
Some had been lawyers. None was wealthy. They gave
up promising careers for low-paying educational positions.
They believed that public education, conducted in the
context of the community as a whole, was an essential
ingredient in teaching the give-and-take of democracy.
They regarded the public school as a laboratory of
democracy, without which free institutions were imperiled.
The early leaders in public education suffered the
mixture of failures and successes inherent with any

ambitious new enterprise. They were
both praised and criticized. Mann, a
religious person and one of the most
gifted school administrators of his time,
was threatened with personal violence
and savagely attacked in the Boston press
as “Godless, atheistic, and irreligious.”12
Mann’s biographer complained that
charges of this sort against Mann and the
public schools “are usually the cry of one
who wants his sectarianism taught.”13
Despite adversity, these pioneers
persevered and out of their struggles
emerged a distinctly American
institution, the common or public
school. By 1860, the public school had
become a recognized and established
aspect of national life. Visitors from
Europe were baffled, intrigued, and
increasingly interested in the new and
unique American school, which was common not in the
sense of being a school for “commoners,” but common in
the sense of not excluding anyone and thus open to all.
As one New Jersey clergyman put it in 1838, “The common
school is common, not as inferior, nor as a school for poor
men’s children [only] but as the light and air are common.”14
The public school became a positive and creative
concept in the outlook of nineteenth-century Americans.
They believed the mixture of children of all national
backgrounds, creeds, and economic and social levels in
the same school would contribute to the educational
process, to mutual understanding within the school and
the community, to the strength of democratic values, and
finally to the unity of a nation of immigrants. As early
as 1835, the distinguished French historian, Alexius de
Tocqueville who visited America to observe the young
nation wrote that “the instruction of the people powerfully
contributes to the support of the democratic republic.”15

The Nonsectarian Protestant Consensus
Freedom and democracy were in the air, the new
Republic was on its way, and so were the Baptists, who
moved westward in ever increasing numbers on an
expanding frontier. They found much to applaud in Henry
Barnard’s commentary in 1842:
Every schoolhouse should be a temple, consecrated in
prayer to the physical, intellectual, and moral culture of
every child in the community, and should be associated
in every heart with the earliest and strongest impressions
of truth, justice, patriotism, and religion.16
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The “religion” referenced by Barnard was, of course,
what historians have come to refer to as the “nonsectarian
Protestant consensus.” The generalized Protestantism
which merged almost imperceptibly with late nineteenthand early twentieth-century American culture became part
of the common wisdom of the common school. As long as

America was predominantly Protestant, the nonsectarian
use of the Bible in the public schools (which Horace
Mann interpreted as reading the Bible without comment)
persisted. This practice, along with official public school
prayers and Protestant chapel services, receded gradually
and unevenly as various sections of the nation became less
Protestant as the result of continuing immigration.17
The twentieth century witnessed a transition, often
volatile and painful, from this nonsectarian Protestant
consensus to a pluralistic society. One reason for this
transition was the significant growth in numbers and
power of Roman Catholics, symbolized by the election of
John F. Kennedy in 1960. More recently, the proliferation
of sects--Protestant and otherwise--and the resurgence
of world religions in America, especially Islam, have
accelerated the religious pluralism in which the public
school must function.

the impression that Baptist teachers in frontier schools saw
the provision of a basic education as their chief purpose
and that Baptist teachers were less inclined than most
to sanction the use of the public school classroom as a
forum for theological beliefs and largely confined their
nonsectarian theological concerns to what they called
“moral education.”
Baptist support for the public schools exemplifies an
important aspect of nineteenth-century Baptist life which
is often overlooked in popular characterizations. The
Baptists of early America were not exclusively focused on
the salvation of individuals but were concerned about the
welfare of the community as a whole. As Timothy Smith
has amply documented, Baptists were “heirs of the Puritan
idea that churchmen were responsible for the culture of the
whole community.”19
Concern for the culture of the whole community
includes concern for education. John Mason Peck is a
good example of the large vision comprising a gospel
of individual redemption and educational concerns,
including the need for an educated ministry, and the
establishment of Baptist colleges and common or public
schools. Peck organized the United Society for the
Spread of the Gospel, the purpose of which was “to aid in
the spreading of the Gospel and promoting common schools
in the western parts of America both amongst the white and
the Indians.”20 This effort received the full support of the
Baptist farmer-preachers who had moved into southern
Illinois from Tennessee and Kentucky.
Jonathan Going, a colleague of Peck and secretary of
the Western Baptist Education Society, believed that the
“evangelical Christians in the United States must soon make
a mighty effort to address the moral condition of the west. If
this were not done, it is morally certain that our Republic will
be overturned and our institutions, civil and religious, will be
demolished.”21 He believed Baptist responsibility included
the educational needs of a pioneer society.
The Baptist contribution to public education in other
sections of the country is demonstrated by the strong
support Baptists gave to the Pennsylvania
School Act of 1834, which established the
public school system in that state. This
level of support was repeated many times
in many states. Quite clearly, the Baptist
vision included more the conversion
of sinners and the churching of the
unchurched. The mission was educational
as well as evangelistic and the educational
mission involved support of public schools.
A related observation is that one sideeffect of the Christian college movement
was the emergence of an important group
of public school supporters, i.e., “founders
and early faculties, [who] were at every stage
mainstays of campaigns for state-supported
systems of public schools.” 22 The association

Early Baptist Support for Public Education
With few exceptions, Baptists vigorously supported the
public school movement as it emerged in the nineteenth
century. This support was not unexpected given the
history of Baptist support for religious voluntarism,
religious liberty, separation of church and state, and soul
freedom. The need for and the nature of the free public
school set forth by leaders like Mann and Barnard seemed
to offer an institutional framework for the embodiment
of traditional Baptist convictions. A free church in a
free state with free schools imaged a veritable “trinity” of
Baptist distinctives.
Those Baptists who truly understood their heritage and
the Constitution could never be completely comfortable
with the immersion of the nonsectarian Protestant
consensus in the life of the public school, a state
institution. While not all nineteenth-century Baptists
understood their heritage (a caution which applies to
every generation of Baptists), it is possible to distinguish
between the explicit involvement of the church in public
education and Baptist support of the public schools.
For example, Bela Jacobs, agent for the
Massachusetts Baptist Education Society,
toured the west in 1831 to identify pastors
or reliable settlers who would “prepare
their neighborhoods to receive teachers from
the east.” In this case such Baptist-led
“preparation” was clearly confined to
conducting Sunday Schools on the Lord’s
Day.18
It is undeniable that what Baptist
teachers taught in the public schools
was conditioned by the nonsectarian
Protestant consensus in which they shared
and that the resulting doctrinal elements
of their teaching would later be viewed as
unconstitutional. While this is a complex
issue, historical research tends to confirm
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of private colleges with
public educational
concerns, especially in
the Mid-West, is a little
known linkage which
enhances the memory of
now-defunct colleges like
Shurtleff, which live on
through a chain of public
schools which they were
instrumental in founding
and sustaining.
Baptist Ohio Valley
educator Edmund Hovey
wrote fellow Baptist
Caleb Mills, still in New
Hampshire but contemplating a move to the west, that
“public sentiment must be changed in regard to free schools,
prejudice must be overcome, and the public mind awakened
to the importance of carrying the means of education to every
door.”23 Newton Bateman, a former state superintendent
of education in Illinois, declared in his 1875 inaugural
address as president of Knox College that the public
schools were “the noblest legacy bequeathed by Christian
learning to the nation and the age.” Knox College was one
of the first Christian colleges to provide its students the
opportunity to combine instruction in education “with [the]
privilege of teaching [in] common schools,” a custom we now
call practice teaching.24
Many of the 600-plus Baptist academies which
appeared in the South between 1800 and 1920 continued
to live in the public schools that grew out of them. These
academies often preceded and stimulated the growth
of public schools. In many instances, the death of an
academy occasioned the birth of a public school, which
was frequently housed in a building sold by Baptists to the
state. Baptists formed academies to provide education in
places where it was not otherwise available, and largely
discontinued them as public schools developed.25
Historical research confirms that no denomination
in America was more hospitable to the public school
movement than the Baptists. With minor exceptions,
Baptists spoke with one voice in support of public schools
until the mid-twentieth century.

As public schools
were integrated, private
Christian schools-Baptist and otherwise-proliferated. While it
is clearly the case that
many private schools
were established to
circumvent integration,
it is also clear that public
school integration was
not the sole cause for the
flight to private schools.
Confirming this assessment
is research which indicates
that until about 1975, the
issue of integration was the major element in actuating
the private school movement, but that since that time
dissatisfaction with the public school system itself seems
to have become a larger factor in the growth of private
schools.26
Several important concerns are evident, e.g., quality
of instruction, school safety, and pervasive secularism.
These concerns are not fairly characterized as simple
misperceptions, since they reflect the actual experiences
of parents and students in the context of local public
schools and public school systems. Unmistakably, there
are public schools which have failed to provide quality
education and have failed to meet the educational needs
of individual students. Some public schools have failed
to provide a safe learning environment for students
and teachers. Some teachers and administrators have
responded to the constitutional mandate for government
neutrality toward religion by attempting to make the
public schools “religion-free” zones. These and other issues
have prompted many parents to withdraw from their local
public schools in favor of private school alternatives.

Assessment
While it will always be the case that local public
schools will fail in some individual cases to meet the
reasonable expectations of parents and students, it is
important to maintain a critical distinction: choosing
private schools over public schools because of circumstances
surrounding individual schools is categorically different from
systematic withdrawal. For parents to determine in specific
cases that their children would be best served by private
rather than public schools is an appropriate expression of
parental discretion. For churches and church leaders-Baptist and otherwise--to call for Christians to withdraw
from the public schools is for several reasons a tragic
mistake.
First, as the above rehearsal of the origins of the
American public school suggests, the populist vision of
public education parallels the populist orientation of the
Baptist vision. Baptists generally believe that the Gospel

Recent Disaffection and the
Growth of Christian Academies
Growing disaffection with public schools by some
Baptists became evident, especially after the 1947 Supreme
Court decision (Everson) mandating religious neutrality
in the public sector, the 1954 decision (Brown) outlawing
racial segregation in the public schools, and the 1962 and
1963 decisions (Engel, Schempp) against public schoolorganized prayers, devotions and Bible readings. For many,
court-mandated busing to further racial integration in the
public schools became an additional cause for disaffection.
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of Jesus Christ is God’s
good news to everyone.
Baptists traditionally
believe in the priesthood
of all believers. These
beliefs and the historical
reality that the first
generations of Baptists
were drawn largely from
lower and middle class
roots contribute to a
heritage of including
people irrespective of
class distinctions, which
heritage adds irony to
our well-documented lapses into racism. All of this is
to say that early Baptist support for public education is
not surprising and recent Baptist disaffection with public
education runs contrary to both colonial Baptist history
and the populist leanings of traditional Baptist thought.
Second, the Bible’s focused emphasis on God’s special
concern for the poor, which is manifest throughout the
entire canon, suggests that God’s people should be vitally
interested in the health of societal institutions which
embrace the needs of the poor. The public school is
just such an institution which commands our attention,
involvement, and support precisely because we are the
Body of the One who identifies with “the least of these”
who are served by the public schools (Matt. 25:31-46).
Third, the traditional Baptist emphasis on freedom-freedom of conscience, freedom of the local church
from hierarchical control, freedom of religion for all-comports very well with the vision of a free church in a
free state with free schools. Agreeing with the spirit of
de Tocqueville’s description of schooling as the “long and
arduous apprenticeship of liberty,”27 Baptists have historically
identified with the task of public schools to provide
such training for everyone. Baptists are a people whose
distinctive beliefs should propel us now and have propelled
us in the past us to support the very system of universal
education which undergirds the revolutionary American
experiment in freedom.
Fourth, the Baptist emphasis on the voluntary,
uncoerced nature of true faith and the importance of
Christian witness fits the scenario of a pluralistic society
with constitutionally guaranteed religious liberty. The
public schools are a microcosm of that scenario in which
the state is bound to maintain neutrality toward religion
while protecting the free exercise rights of individuals.
Jesus’ metaphorical description of his followers as “the salt
of the earth” and “the light of the world” (Matt. 5:13-14) and
its implications regarding the centrality of transformational
witness to the larger society closely connects with
Christians’ involvement in the public schools.
Christians who are now or who have been involved
in the public schools know exactly what “witness” in

this context means. We
remember teachers,
coaches, and principals
who were both competent
and kind, demanding
and patient, disciplined
and forgiving and whose
daily demeanor called us
to become better people.
We remember students
who possessed the courage
not to follow the crowd,
who were honest and
thoughtful, and who
shared their faith in ways
that respected the religious liberty of others. The point,
of course, is not that all of our public school experiences
and memories were uniformly positive; indeed, many were
painful and negative. The point is rather that Christians’
involvement in the public schools makes a positive
difference for Christ in the very public places where he has
called us to make such a difference.
Baptist historian Penrose St. Amant shares his personal
testimony:
Her name was Sara Summers. She taught English
in Gonzales, Louisiana fifty years ago. I was a student
in her class in the ninth grade. Almost as if it were
yesterday, I remember the morning she came into a
classroom on the second floor. I was sitting at one of
those old-style desks bolted to the floor and connected
with the desks ahead of and behind it. The desk tops,
attached to hinges, went up and down, and the seats
were uncomfortable. Some of you will remember them.
Miss Summers was taking Miss Arceneaux’s place for
this course, and I was overjoyed. Why? Because I liked
her and because she was a Baptist! An active member
of the Gonzales Baptist Church, Miss Summers was
not only a gifted teacher of English but also a Christian,
whose quiet testimony to her faith was evident in her
manner, her smile, and her patience to a lad of thirteen,
just beginning to find his way in life.
Her slight limp did not dim her radiance. She never
spoke of religion explicitly at school except when religious
belief was intertwined with a poem or a story she was
teaching. Nevertheless, a quality of life, drawn from
her Christian faith, came through in a way that left an
impression on her classes. I recall an occasion on which
I spoke impulsively and a bit discourteously to her over
a trivial matter. She was firm in her reply and put me
properly in my place but she treated me with respect
despite my lapse in good manners. I learned that day
to be on guard against impulsive, boorish behavior,
to which I seemed susceptible in certain situations. I
learned English and much more from her. The impact
she had upon me was indelible, though at the time I
was not particularly aware of it. Multiply her impact
6

Consolidated ISD v. Alanis et al) which insists that since a
majority of school districts are taxing at the capped rate,
the State of Texas has effectively created a state-wide
property tax without engaging the proper legal procedures
to do so. Many of the school districts which have joined
this lawsuit have themselves been sued by local residents
seeking to enjoin the districts from collecting property
taxes using the exact same legal rationale.
Third, the state’s contribution to public education is
largely based on sales and consumption taxes which have
risen to the point that Texans now pay $1,275 per resident
in such taxes each year. Texas’ state sales tax rate of 6.25
percent is tied for the 7th highest in the country. The
state and local combined maximum sales tax rate of 8.25
percent is the 15th highest among the fifty states. The sales
tax is also very regressive, meaning it exacts a much greater
percentage of the income of low- or moderate-income
families compared to higher-income families. Because
Texas relies on the sales tax for the majority of its state tax
revenue, our state and local tax system is rated the 5th most
regressive in the nation.
Fourth, despite relatively high sales and consumption
taxes, our state tax effort ranks near the bottom of the
fifty states (50th in spending per resident, 49th in taxes
per resident, and 48th as a percent of personal income).
Texas’ combined state and local tax effort (which includes
our relatively high property tax rates) also ranks near
the bottom of the states’ rankings (43rd in spending per
resident, 40th in taxes per resident, and 46th as a percent of
personal income).
Not surprisingly, these low rankings parallel other low
rankings. In all categories of social services for children,
Texas ranks near the bottom, despite the fact that of the
fifty states, Texas has the fastest growing child population,
the second largest child population, and the third largest
percentage of total population composed of children. Just
in the past regular legislative session, Texas lawmakers
eliminated insurance coverage for hundreds of thousands
of poor children, cut programs that prevent child abuse
and juvenile delinquency, reduced medical
care benefits for poor families, and imposed
even more stringent eligibility requirements
for the state’s poorest families to receive
basic assistance.
The cumulative impact of these
statistics strongly suggests that we are not
likely to solve this crisis unless and until
we overhaul our tax system. The current
system simply does not have the revenue
capacity to meet the current and future
educational needs of our children. We
need a tax system which (1) produces
adequate and stable funding, (2) grows with
the economy, (3) does not unduly burden
the poor, and (4) does not capitalize on
unhealthy and unethical activities.

upon me and her classes many times and you begin to
get some impression this obscure but cultured Christian
woman had upon the school and community of which
she was a part. We learned not only about proper
behavior, which can be superficial, but about character
and compassion.28
To be sure, the era during which Sara Summers taught
in the public school classroom was in many respects a
simpler time when the nonsectarian Protestant consensus,
especially in the South, still held sway. America now is
far more diverse--religiously, ethnically, and economically.
Drugs, crime, and violence are more deeply entrenched
in many neighborhoods and public school systems than
ever before. Yet, it is exactly in the face of these and other
changes that Jesus’ description of his followers as salt,
light, and leaven and its implications regarding Christians’
involvement in public settings remains firm and clear.
While the public school is only one of several such
settings, it is a setting we can ill afford to abandon.

Economic Priorities and the
Fate of the Public Schools
Perhaps even more daunting than the challenges
described above (i.e., the disaffection of certain Christian
groups; religious, ethnic, and economic diversity; the influx
of social ills) is the current public school funding crisis in
Texas.
Several factors have led us to this point. First,
enrollment continues to grow. Since 1999, average daily
attendance has grown by more than 367,000 students--a
ten percent overall increase--with an average increase
of nearly 73,500 (1.9 percent) each year. The financial
pressure exerted by this new growth is compounded by the
fact that sixty percent of public school growth in Texas over
the past ten years qualified for limited English or special
education services. A plurality (42.7 percent) of our
public school population is now Hispanic (cf. 39.8 percent,
Anglo; 14.3 percent, African American).
Second, while the Texas Legislature has not increased
major state taxes for more than a decade,
local governments have been forced to
meet our state’s growing needs. The state’s
portion of public education funding has
dropped to 38 percent, an all-time low. As
a consequence, local property taxes have
steadily risen so that our property tax bill
now averages $950 per resident, making
Texas 15th highest among the fifty states in
property tax burden. Property taxes have
risen to the point that over 700 school
districts (approximately 60 percent) are
currently taxing local properties at the
state-mandated maximum rate ($1.50
per $100 valuation). As a result, dozens
of districts across the state have become
plaintiffs in a lawsuit (West Orange Cove
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While public school funding presents
legislators with vexing challenges and
hard choices, the overriding point should
be clear to everyone. We must make a
greater tax effort to meet the needs of
our children, including not only public
education, but also higher education and
health and human services. Doing so
does not entail that we become a high
tax state, but rather that we fairly and
competently use our wealth for the public
and common good. This commitment not
only makes Gospel sense, but good sense as
well. Through investing in education in
ways that embrace the needs of the most
vulnerable children in our society, we will
inevitably accelerate our economic growth.
A state whose schools have low dropout rates and high
test scores (producing skilled workers with money in their
pockets from good jobs) will have a more robust economy
than a state that has not invested in its schools. If Texas
develops a better-educated workforce, more businesses are
more likely come to Texas and expand in Texas.29

Conclusion
As we try to form insights regarding how Baptists have
and should relate to public education, it is important to
observe that too much was probably expected of the public
schools from their inception. Public education was looked
upon not only as an institution of learning for all children,
but also as the chief instrument of American democracy.
In fact, in the utopian thinking of John Dewey and others,
the public schools came to be viewed as instruments of
social salvation.
The temptation to expect too much in the nineteenth
century, however, contrasts with the temptation to expect
too little in early twenty-first century. If Christians fail
to support the public schools either by systematically
withdrawing into our own enclaves or by apathetically
lapsing into noninvolvement, we are guilty of expecting
too little. If the failure of lawmakers and tax payers
to muster sufficient vision, courage, and commitment
regarding tax policy in Texas consigns the common school
to the status of pauper school, we are guilty of expecting
too little. The public schools are not an instrument of
social salvation, but they will--if given the resources to
do so--make an enormously positive difference for the
common good. Ninety percent of our children still attend
public schools, and our failure to attend to their needs will
negatively impact one hundred percent of our society.
Let us expect neither too much nor too little. The

public school has an important societal
function, but it is neither another church
nor a substitute for the home. It can
provide quality education and serve a social
setting where diversities of religions and
ethnicities collaborate to learn the skills
necessary to become American citizens. It
cannot disciple children in particular walks
of faith or provide the special love only
parents can give their children. Public
schools can do some things well and other
things not at all. As we attempt to be salt,
light, and leaven in this public forum, it is
important for Christians to expect neither
too much nor too little.
At no time since its fragile beginnings
has public education more desperately
needed clear understanding and strong support than right
now. The challenges which schools face are worth our best
efforts because the stakes are so high. Let it be said of this
generation of citizens that we recognized the challenges
and we rose up to meet them.
(Most of the above text was adapted from Penrose St. Amant, “Baptists and Public
Education: An Historical Perspective,” Proceedings of the 1982 Statewide Christian
Life Conference.)
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